Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor and interleukin-3 protect leukemic blast cells from ara-C toxicity.
The blast cells of acute myeloblastic leukemia (AML) usually require growth factors for optimum proliferation in cell culture. Growth factors also affect the sensitivity of AML blast cells to cytosine arabinoside (ara-C). Others have reported that factor-treated cells are more ara-C sensitive than blasts in culture without factors. These authors have reported previously that AML blasts grown with rG-CSF, with or without GM-CSF, are more sensitive than cells in GM-CSF alone. This paper reports experiments which show that changes in the ara-C sensitivities of blast cells in different growth factors are not explained by changes in the percentage of cells in the DNA synthesis (S) phase of the cycle. Blasts freshly obtained from five AML patients were cultured in either rG-CSF, rGM-CSF, or rIL-3; they were then exposed to 20 min pulses of either high specific activity tritiated thymidine (3HTdR) or a high concentration of ara-C. Regardless of the factor present, the pulse of 3HTdR decreased the number of clonogenic cells by about 50%, the result expected for actively proliferating cells with an S phase occupying about half the cycle time. The same result was found for four of the five blast cell populations grown in G-CSF and pulsed with ara-C; in contrast, clonogenic cells grown in GM-CSF or IL-3 from these four populations were not killed by ara-C. The blasts from the fifth patient were ara-C resistant under all conditions. It was concluded that exposure to GM-CSF or IL-3 decreased ara-C sensitivity in blasts that were actively making DNA. The observation was explored in more detail using a cell line (OCI/AML-1a) that is both ara-C sensitive and growth factor dependent. These studies showed that about 15 h of growth in factor are required for a change in ara-C sensitivity.